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SUBJECT: POSSIBLE DEMONSTRATION BY THE PLEDGE OF RESISTANCE ORGANIZATION; APRIL 29-30, 1988. CIVIL UNREST; OO: DENVER.

RE: DENVER SECRET TELETYPE TO THE BUREAU AND ALL FBI FIELD OFFICE, DATED MAY 20, 1988, AS CAPTIONED.

REFERENCED DENVER TELETYPE CARRIED CAPTIONED MATTER AS A 100 CLASSIFICATION WHEN, IN FACT, DEMONSTRATIONS FALL UNDER THE 157 CLASSIFICATION. DENVER ALSO CLASSIFIED REFERENCED DOCUMENT "SECRET"; HOWEVER, AS A 157 OR 100 MATTER ARE BOTH SUBJECT TO
TRIAL IN AN OPEN COURT, ALL DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SUCH MATTERS SHOULD BE UNCLASSIFIED.

INASMUCH AS DEMONSTRATIONS BY CAPTIONED GROUP IN DENVER, COLORADO AREA HAVE BEEN NON-VIOLENT, AND NO FEDERAL VIOLATIONS OF LAW ARE KNOWN TO EXIST, DENVER CONSIDERS THIS MATTER CLOSED.
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI IMMEDIATE

ALBANY IMMEDIATE

ALBUQUERQUE IMMEDIATE

ALEXANDRIA IMMEDIATE

ANCHORAGE IMMEDIATE

ATLANTA IMMEDIATE

BALTIMORE IMMEDIATE

BIRMINGHAM IMMEDIATE

BOSTON IMMEDIATE

BROOKLYN-QUEENS IMMEDIATE

BUFFALO IMMEDIATE

BUTTE IMMEDIATE

CHARLOTTE IMMEDIATE
PAGE TWO DE OC 0000 UNCLAS

CHICAGO IMMEDIATE
CINCINNATI IMMEDIATE
CLEVELAND IMMEDIATE
COLUMBIA IMMEDIATE
DALLAS IMMEDIATE
DENVER IMMEDIATE
DETROIT IMMEDIATE
EL PASO IMMEDIATE
HONOLULU IMMEDIATE
HOUSTON IMMEDIATE
INDIANAPOLIS IMMEDIATE
JACKSON IMMEDIATE
JACKSONVILLE IMMEDIATE
KANSAS CITY IMMEDIATE
KNOXVILLE IMMEDIATE
LAS VEGAS IMMEDIATE
LITTLE ROCK IMMEDIATE
LOS ANGELES IMMEDIATE
LOUISVILLE IMMEDIATE
MEMPHIS IMMEDIATE
MIAMI IMMEDIATE
MILWAUKEE IMMEDIATE
MINNEAPOLIS IMMEDIATE
MOBILE IMMEDIATE
NEWARK IMMEDIATE
NEW HAVEN IMMEDIATE
NEW ORLEANS IMMEDIATE
NEW ROCHELLE IMMEDIATE
NEW YORK CITY IMMEDIATE
NORFOLK IMMEDIATE
OKLAHOMA CITY IMMEDIATE
OMAHA IMMEDIATE
PHILADELPHIA IMMEDIATE
PHOENIX IMMEDIATE
PITTSBURGH IMMEDIATE
PORTLAND IMMEDIATE
RICHMOND IMMEDIATE
SACRAMENTO IMMEDIATE
ST. LOUIS IMMEDIATE
SALT LAKE CITY IMMEDIATE
POSSIBLE DEMONSTRATION BY THE PLEDGE OF RESISTENCE ORGANIZATION,

REFERENCE CINCINNATI TELETYPEx DATED APRIL 29, 1988 AND
CAPTIONED AS ABOVE.

FOR INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU AND RECIPIENTS, ON APRIL 21,
1988, OFFICER [REDACTED] SPECIAL PROJECTS, OKLAHOMA CITY
POLICE DEPARTMENT, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA, ADVISED THAT HE HAD
HEARD THROUGH SOURCES THAT A GROUP CALLED THE PLEDGE RESISTENCE,
WHICH IS BASED IN ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, IS PLANNING A PROTEST
PAGE FIVE DE OC 0008 UNCLAS

MARCH AT WILL ROGERS WORLD AIRPORT, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA ON
OKLAHOMA AIR NATIONAL GUARD TROOPS TO PANAMA AS PART OF A PEACE
KEEPPING MISSION.

ON APRIL 29, 1988, OFFICER_ WAS RECONTACRED AND HE
RELATED THAT HE HAS NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE
PERFORMED PROTEST MARCH AT WILL ROGERS AIRPORT BY THE GROUP
CALLED PLEDGE RESISTANCE, AND THAT NO DEMONSTRATION HAS OCCURRED
AS OF THIS TIME.

_ RELATED THAT HE HAD CONTACTED A SERGEANT_ OF
THE OKLAHOMA AIR NATIONAL GUARD AT TELEPHONE NUMBER_ AND/OR
THE OKLAHOMA CITY PATROL DIVISION AND THE
AIRPORT POLICE TO REMAIN ALERT FOR ANY DEMONSTRATION BY THE
CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION.
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REFERENCE CINCINNATI TELETYPE, DATED APRIL 29, 1988, CAPTIONED AS ABOVE.

ADMINISTRATIVE: SOURCE IS INTELLIGENCE BUREAU, DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT.

FOR INFORMATION TO THE BUREAU AND RECEIVING OFFICES, THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED ON MAY 13, 1988, FROM AN INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS PROVIDED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST.

SOURCE PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ON THREE OTHER DEMONSTRATIONS THAT WILL PROBABLY INVOLVE THE SAME DEMONSTRATORS LAFB:

1. ON MAY 14, 1988, THERE WILL BE A DEMONSTRATION AT THE PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, COLORADO SPRINGS, TO PROTEST THE MILITARIZATION OF SPACE.

2. ON MAY 30, 1988, THERE WILL BE ANOTHER DEMONSTRATION AT THE LAFB.

3. ON SEPTEMBER 1, 1988, THERE WILL PROBABLY BE A NATIONWIDE DEMONSTRATION IN SUPPORT OF [LONE] LOST HIS LEGS IN A TRAIN ACCIDENT DURING A DEMONSTRATION ON SEPTEMBER
1, 1987.
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